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Charged lepton flavor violation 

•  Allowed but unobservable in the Standard Model 
  (with neutrino mass ≠0) 
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Why µ→eγ? - theory 
•  As for other charged lepton flavor violating decays: 
  allowed but unobservable in the Standard Model (SM)  

•  Enanched (sometimes just  
  below experimental limit) in  
  many New Physics Model 

€ 

BR(µ → eγ) SM <10−50

Observation of µ→eγ is 
Physics beyond SM 

Cecilia Voena, FLASY 2014 

Heaviest Right Handed  
ν mass 

MEG previous  limit 

M.Cannoni, J.Ellis, et al. 
Phys Rev D 88 075005 

MEG present result 
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M.Cannoni, J.Ellis, et al. 
Phys Rev D 88 075005 

MEG present result 

•  Enanched, sometimes just  
  below the experimental limit, in  
  many New Physics models 

Observation of CLFV is a clean signal of 
Physics beyond the Standard Model  

Crivellin et. al. 
arXiv:1706.08511 

The recent LHCb results   on possible LFU violations  could be a sign of new physics giving rise 
to LFV: A. Crivellin et al., 2017 (LQ model) 
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History and future experiments 

History of CLFV searches with muons 

future experiments 
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Why µ→eγ  

•  Theoretically can be favored or disfavored vs other CLFV 

  processes depending on the New Physics model  

•  Intense muon beams available: 

  PSI presently: up to 108 µ/s , future perspectives:109-1010 µ/s 

•  Clean experimental signature 

  (positive muon decays at rest) 
Signal and Background

�5

Signal 
Muon at rest: 

● Eγ = Ee=52.8 MeV 
● Back-to-back 
● e - γ coincidence (teγ=0)

ACCidental coincidence  
Michel e+ & γ  
 γ from either RMD, e+annihilation,  
 or e+Bremsstrahlung

Radiative Michel Decay (RMD) 
teγ=0 but x20 less than accidental

∝ Rµ

∝ Rµ

∝Rµ
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Jun 8th  2016G.Cavoto

Simultaneous back-to-back 
e+ and γ with Eγ=Ee+=52.8MeV 
 
Discriminating variables: 
Ee+,Eγ,Teγ,Θeγ 
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µ→eγ backgrounds 

Signal and Background
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•  Accidental background 
  - Accidental coincidence 
    of e+ and γ: 
  - Proportional to Γ2

µ 
    while signal proportional  
    to Γµ (Γµ= beam intensity) 
  - Compromise between high    
    signal and low background 

•  Radiative muon decay  
  background 
  - Proportional to Γµ 
  - Note: e+ and γ  simultaneous  
    as for signal 
   

2

muon beams (two further orders of magnitude). Within
each beam configuration the improvements of the de-
tector resolutions, which determine the background re-
jection capability, were fundamental.

Muons are usually stopped in a target, in order to
exploit the very clear signature of a decay at rest: an
e+ and a � in coincidence, moving collinearly back-
to-back with their energies equal to half of the muon
mass (m

µ

/2 = 52.8 MeV). The searches are carried
out by using positive muons: negative muons cannot be
used, since they are captured by a nucleus while being
stopped in the target.

There are two major sources of background events.
One is the radiative muon decay (RMD), µ+ ! e�⌫

e

⌫̄
µ

,
when the positron and the photon are emitted almost
back-to-back while the two neutrinos carry o↵ little en-
ergy. The other is due to the accidental coincidence of a
positron from a Michel muon decay, µ+ ! e+⌫

e

⌫̄
µ

, with
a high energy photon, whose source might be either a
RMD, the annihilation-in-flight (AIF) of a positron in
a Michel decay or the bremsstrahlung from a positron.

To separate the signal from the various background
events, four discriminating variables are commonly used.
The positron energy E

e

, the photon energy E
�

and
the relative angle ⇥

e�

allow to reject both accidental
and RMD events, while the further request of a tight
time coincidence between the positron and the photon
(relative time T

e�

= 0) helps reducing the accidental
background. It is also important to notice that these
variables are not correlated for accidental background
events, and poorly correlated for RMDs on the scale of
the detector resolutions, while in signal events there is a
precise expectation value for each of them. This makes
it advantageous to use them separately in a statistical
analysis, instead of combining them into an invariant
mass.

In the four-dimensional space of these discriminat-
ing variables a signal region can be defined around their
expectation values for the signal events, with widths
�E

e

, �E
�

, �T
e�

and �⇥
e�

which can be taken propor-
tional to the corresponding resolutions. Hence, the im-
pact of the resolution on each variable can be quanti-
fied, considering the rate of accidental events falling in
this signal region. According to [6,7], this rate satisfies:

B
acc

/ � 2

µ

· �E
e

· (�E
�

)2 · �T
e�

· (�⇥
e�

)2 (1)

where �
µ

is the muon stopping rate. This expression is
derived considering the photons from RMD, whose rate
can be precisely predicted based on the RMD theoret-
ical BR and the detector acceptance, with only minor
corrections [8]. For AIF photons, the absolute rate de-
pends on the material crossed by the positrons along
their trajectory, and hence on the details of the detector
layout.

A crucial element of Eq. 1 is the dependence on the
square of �

µ

. Given the current detector resolutions,
and with the large values of �

µ

available at the present
facilities, the accidental background is largely dominant
over the prompt RMD contribution. Even imagining a
sensible improvement of the resolutions, this is likely
to be the case also for the future facilities, when �

µ

is increased by one or two orders of magnitude. Un-
der these conditions, there are two regimes for the ex-
pected experimental sensitivity. If one indicates with
B

acc

T the background yield in the signal region over
the data-taking period of the experiment (T ), the sens-
itivity improves linearly with the beam rate, as far as
B

acc

T ⌧ 1 (e�ciency-dominated regime). On the other
hand, as soon as B

acc

T � 1, there is no advantage from
a further increase of the �

µ

, since the ratio of the sig-
nal yield over the square root of the background yield
remains constant (background-dominated regime). In-
deed, the increased pile-up of several muon decays in
the same event would even deteriorate the detector per-
formances. Hence, for a given detector, the optimal �

µ

is the one for which no more than a few background
events are expected over T . From another point of view,
for a given �

µ

, the best compromise between resolutions
and e�ciency is the one giving a few expected back-
ground events, because it implies an optimal use of the
available beam.

Some further considerations must be added to the
discussion above.

1. Tracking detectors can be used to determine pre-
cisely the positron direction, but photon detectors
cannot provide by themselves a precise determina-
tion of the photon direction, to be used in the de-
termination of the ⇥

e�

angle. Hence, the following
procedure is used: muons are stopped in a planar
target, the intersection of the positron track with
the target plane (positron vertex) is taken as the
muon decay point and the photon direction is taken
as the vector going from the muon decay point to
the photon detection point. Hence, the ⇥

e�

resolu-
tion is determined by the positron vertex resolution
and the photon detection point resolution.

2. B
acc

depends on the square of both the E
�

and ⇥
e�

resolution. In the first case this dependance arises
from the quick drop of the RMD and AIF photon
spectra at the kinematic end point. In the second
case this can be understood by decomposing ⇥

e�

in
its two independent projections, an azimuth angle
�
e�

and a polar angle ✓
e�

. This dependence implies
that even a small improvement in the resolution of
these variables can have a significant impact on the
sensitivity.
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The MEG(II) location: PSI lab 

The Paul Scherrer Institute 

Multi-disciplinary lab: 
-  fundamental research, cancer      
  therapy,  muon and neutron 
  sources 
-  protons from cyclotron    
  (D=15m, Eproton=590MeV 
  I=2.2mA) 

Continuous muon beam up to  few 108 µ+/s 

1.4MW Proton Cyclotron at PSI

Provides world’s most powerful DC muon beam  > 108/sec

The Unique Facility 
for μ→eữ Search
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The MEG experiment for µ→eγ search 
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The Five Observables & Rsig
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The best fitted likelihood function is shown. “Signal” in arbitrary scales.

accidental

radiative 
decay

signal

teγ

θeγ φeγ

Ee Eγ

Rsig

Rsig = log10(S / (fRR + fAA)), where S=signal, R=radiative, A=accidental

sum

Total 
Accidental 
Radiative 
Signal 

•  7.5 x 1014 stopped muons in 2009-2013 
•  5 discriminating variables: Ee, Eγ, Teγ, θeγ, φeγ 
•  likelihood analysis 

MEG BR(µ→eγ) limit result 

BR (µ→eγ) < 4.2x 10-13  

at 90% C.L. 
Eur.Phys.J.C76 (2016) 

 Magnified signal for illustrative purposes 
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MEG-II design

�15 G.Cavoto Jun 8th  2016

Next: MEG upgrade: MEG-II 

•  Extending the search of  µ→eγ is complementary to New 
     Physics searches at the high energy frontier 
•  Same detector concept as in MEG 

optimized to 
enhance  
sensitivity 
(accidental  
background 
prop. to I2 

µ) 
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MEG-II detector highlights: Liquid Xenon 

MEG-II Highlights (I)

24

We developed UV sensitive MPPC  
to cover the inner face of the LXe calorimeter 

Better Resolution, Better pile-up rejection 

Detector under commissioning 

σE ~ 1%, σposition ~ 2/5 mm (x,y/z)

Liquid Xenon Calorimeter with higher granularity in inner face: 
=> better resolution, better pile-up rejection 

MEG-II Highlights (I)

24

We developed UV sensitive MPPC  
to cover the inner face of the LXe calorimeter 

Better Resolution, Better pile-up rejection 

Detector under commissioning 

σE ~ 1%, σposition ~ 2/5 mm (x,y/z)

•  Developed UV sensitive MPPC 
    (vacuum UV 12x12mm2 SiPM) 
 
•  Detector assembled, filled with LXe 
    (commissioning on-going, tests during 2017 pre-engineering run) 

Xenon detector upgrade

�17

Increase entry face granularity and fiducial volume

Large UV-ext SiPM

G.Cavoto
Visual rendering

Jun 8th  2016
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MEG-II detector highlights: Drift Chamber 

•  Single volume drift chamber with 2π coverage 
    - 2m long  
     - 1300 sense wires 
     - stereo angle (6°-8°) 
     - low mass  
     - high trasparency to TC 
       (double signal efficiency) 
 
•  Assembly: 78% (wiring~70%) 
•  Will be transported at PSI: Jan 2018 

G.Cavoto

New positron spectrometer

● Single volume 2π coverage drift chamber 
● 2-m long, stereo wire, low mass chamber 
● 1200 sense wires 
● 8° stereo angle (z reco.) 
● 1.7×10-3 X0 per track  

● Higher transparency to  
 timing counter 
● Double the detection efficiency! 
● Precise reconstruction of 

path length (better timing  
resolution)

Gradient  
Magnetic  
Field 

Old

New

�19 Jun 8th  2016

TC 

DC 

TC 

DC 
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MEG-II detector highlights: Timing Counter 

•  High granularity: 2 x 256 BC422 scintillator plates  
   read by SiPM 
 
   - improved timing resolution: 35ps (70ps in MEG) 
   - Assembly: completed 
   - Installation in COBRA in progress 
   - Full test during 2017 pre-engineering run 
     (expected detector performances already confirmed in data) 

G.Cavoto

New Positron Timing counter

�21 Jun 8th  2016

● Scintillator tiles read-out by SiPM 
● One quarter of the new TC 

tested on beam last Dec 
(Michel “tracks” seen!)  

● To be completed and 
commissioned by 2016.
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MEG-II detector highlights: Radiative Decay Counter 

•  New auxiliary detector for background rejection  purpose 
    => improve sensitivity by 15% 
 
•  Commissioned during 2016 run 

•  Ready for 2017 pre-engineering run 
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MEG-II new trigger and DAQ system 

•  New version of DRS (Wavedream) custom digitization board  
   integrating both digitization, triggering and some HV 
 
   - ~9000 channels (5GSPS) 
   - 256 channels (1crate) tested during 2016 pre-engineering run 
   - > 1000 channels available for the upcoming 2017 pre-engineering run 
 
•  Final production expected in winter 2018  

G.Cavoto

New Electronics
● Four times more channels 
● Preserve full waveform recording 

● multi-functional digitization board  
integrating both digitization  
and triggering (and some HV)

Pile-up  
identification

About 1000 channels available for beam test in 2016. 
�23 Jun 8th  2016
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MEG-II goals and schedule 

•  MEG-II is expected to start taking data with the full 
detector next year (full engineering run) 

•  Final sensitivity: 4x10-14 
   (1 order of magnitude improvement vs MEG) 

15 

MEG-II goals 

Cecilia Voena, FLASY 2014 

Beam rate 7x107 µ/s  

MEG-II goal sensitivity: 5x10-14 

54

9 Final sensitivity2973

9.1 Simulation and reconstruction2974

We developed a complete simulation of the detector based2975

on Geant4, adding information, where necessary, from2976

measurements (e.g. light propagation properties in LXe) or2977

dedicated simulations (e.g. ionization density in the drift2978

chamber from Garfield [126]). The Geant4 hits are then2979

converted into simulated electronic signals, making use of2980

waveform templates extracted from data collected with pro-2981

totypes or with the final detectors. At this stage, we also mix2982

different Geant4 events in order to simulate the pileup of2983

multiple muon decays within the same DAQ time window.2984

Both data and simulated events go through the same ana-2985

lysis chain. For each sub-detector, a waveform analysis is2986

performed in order to extract raw observables, like the signal2987

time and charge. A hit reconstruction procedure is then ap-2988

plied to translate them into calibrated physical observables.2989

The following variables are extracted:2990

1. the drift time of the ionization electrons in the drift2991

chamber and the hit position along the z coordinate;2992

2. the hit time and position in each pTC and RDC plastic2993

scintillator tile2994

3. the number of collected photons in each photo-sensor of2995

the LXe photon detector and RDC detector.2996

Several reconstruction algorithms are then applied to extract2997

the single particle’s observables. Most notably, dedicated2998

patter recognition algorithms and a Kalman filter technique2999

are used to extract the positron track parameters; the posi-3000

tron is tracked through the pTC tiles to extract the best es-3001

timate of the positron time; χ2 fits based on the position,3002

timing, and the number of collected scintillation photons of3003

each photo-detector in the LXe photon detector are used to3004

extract the photon time and conversion vertex; the sum of the3005

number of collected photons and a reanalysis of the summed3006

waveform of all the photo-sensors are used to extract, re-3007

spectively, a first rough estimate of the photon energy and a3008

more precise one.3009

Finally, these observables are combined to extract the3010

kinematical variables characterizing a µ+ → e+γ decay or3011

allowing to identify background events, which are finally3012

used in the likelihood analysis.3013

9.2 Sensitivity estimate3014

The evaluation of the MEG II experiment sensitivity is ob-3015

tained by using the maximum likelihood analysis technique3016

developed to extract the upper limit (UL) at 90% CL on the3017

B(µ+ → e+γ) in MEG data analysis [3,111,112]. This tech-3018

nique is more efficient and reliable than a simple box ana-3019

lysis, since all types of background are correctly folded in3020

Table 8 Resolutions (Gaussian σ) and efficiencies of MEG II com-
pared with those of MEG

PDF parameters MEG MEG II

Ee+ (keV) 380 130
θe+ (mrad) 9.4 5.3
φe+ (mrad) 8.7 3.7
ze+/ye+ (mm) core 2.4/1.2 1.6/0.7
Eγ(%) (w >2 cm)/(w <2 cm)) 2.4/1.7 1.1/1.0
uγ, vγ,wγ (mm) 5/5/6 2.6/2.2/5
te+γ (ps) 122 84
Efficiency (%)
Trigger ≈ 99 ≈ 99
Photon 63 69
e+ (tracking × matching) 30 70

the global likelihood function and taken into account with3021

their own statistical weight.3022

An ensemble of simulated experiments (toy MC) is cre-3023

ated from the probability density functions (PDFs) describ-3024

ing the signal shapes and the background distributions for3025

the photon energy Eγ, positron energy Ee+ , relative timing3026

te+γ, and relative angles (θe+γ, φe+γ). The enhanced precision3027

of all upgraded detectors allows a much better separation3028

of the signal from the background and reduces significantly3029

the spill of the photon and positron background distribu-3030

tions into the signal region, which is mainly due to exper-3031

imental resolution effects. Thanks to the much lower acci-3032

dental background expected in the new detector, we envis-3033

age to double the muon stopping rate from Rµ+ ∼ 3×107 s−1
3034

(MEG) to ∼ 7 × 107 s−1 (MEG II). The increased muon3035

stopping rate and the enhanced resolutions are taken into3036

account in estimating the number and the distributions of3037

background events expected in the upgraded experiment.3038

A representative scenario for detector resolutions and ef-3039

ficiencies is summarised in Table 8 and compared with MEG3040

performances. The efficiency of the positron reconstruction3041

is highly improved from MEG, thanks to the high efficiency3042

of the tracking system and to the optimized geometry of3043

CDCH and pTC. The resolution on the relative time between3044

the e+ and the γ is estimated to be σte+γ = 82 ps by adopt-3045

ing the most conservative estimation for the LXe photon de-3046

tector resolution σtγ = 70 ps and the error on the positron3047

timing due to the pTC resolution σpTC
te+ = 31 ps, that due3048

to inter-counter calibration σinter-counter
te+ = 10 ps, that due to3049

synchronization between WDB σWDB
te+ = 20 ps and that due3050

to track extrapolation along the CDCH measured trajectory3051

σCDCH
te+ = 20 ps.3052

As an example we show the Eγ PDFs for signal (Fig. 98)3053

and accidental background events (Fig. 99), as simulated in3054

the toy MC. The expected improvement in MEG II is visible3055

in comparing these PDFs (blue) with the 2010 MEG data3056

PDFs (black). In the Eγ background PDFs various contribu-3057

tions are taken into account: radiative muon decay (RMD),3058
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Next generation of µ→eγ searches 

•  Activities around the world to increase the muon beam rate to 
109-1010 muons/s 

•  Crucial to understand which factors will limit the sensitivity 

•  For a given detector, there is no advantage in the increase of Γµ over a 
certain limit since at some point the sensitivity becomes constant    

    (background dominated regime) 

•  MEGII, for example exploits 7x107 muon/s (available 108 muon/s) 

The next generation of high intensity muon beams

HiMB Project @ 
PSI 

x4 µ capture eff. 

x6 µ transport eff. 

1.3 x 1010 µ/s A. Knecht, SWHEPPS2016

MuSIC Project @ 
RCNP 

Thick production 
target 

π capture solenoid 

4 x 108 µ/sS. Cook et al., Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams 20 (2017)

3

Bsig ∝Γµ Bacc ∝Γµ
2 ⋅δEe ⋅ (δEγ )

2 ⋅δTeγ ⋅ (δΘeγ )
2

Cavoto et. al. 
arXiv:1707.01805 

submitted to Eur.Phys J.C. 
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Next generation of µ→eγ searches: photon 

4

Figure 1 Conceptual detector designs exploiting the calorimetric (left) or conversion (right) technique for the photon detec-
tion, and a tracking approach in a magnetic field for the positron reconstruction. Muons are stopped in a target (dark red
ellipse) at the center of the magnet. Positron tracks from the muon decays (in black) are reconstructed in a tracking detector
(dark blue), photons (in green) either produce a shower in a calorimeter (light blue) or are converted by a thin layer of high-Z
material (in gray) into an electron-positron pair (in red and black, respectively) which is then reconstructed by an outer
tracking detector. The magnet coils (hatched area) surround the tracking detectors.
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Figure 2 Sensitivity trends as a function of the beam in-
tensity, for a calorimetry-based design (black), a photon-
conversion-based design with unchanged positron resolutions
(blue) and a calorimetry-based design with a factor two im-
provement in resolutions (red). See the text for a detailed
description.

3 The next generation of high intensity muon

beams

The current best limit on the µ+ ! e+� BR comes from
the MEG experiment, operated at the ⇡E5 beam line
at PSI. Muons originate from the decay of pions pro-
duced by a proton beam impinging on a graphite target.
The ⇡E5 channel is tuned to select positive muons with
an average momentum of 28 MeV/c and a momentum
bite of 5-7% FWHM. This setup allows the selection of
muons produced by pions decaying right at the surface
of the graphite target, providing high beam intensity
and optimal rejection of other particles. A rate of 108

muons/s can be obtained, but is was limited to 3⇥ 107

muon/s in MEG, as this gave the best sensitivity, ac-
cording to the discussion in Sec. 2. In MEG-II �

µ

will
be increased to 7⇥107 muons/s, thanks to the improved
resolutions of the upgraded detectors. A further beam
line called µE4 is also operated at PSI, with the capab-
ility of delivering up to 5⇥ 108 muons/s.

In the meanwhile, an intense activity is ongoing at
PSI and elsewhere to design channels for continuous
muon beams with �

µ

exceeding 9 ⇥ 109 muons/s and
possibly reaching 10⇥ 1010 muons/s.

At PSI, the High-intensity Muon Beam (HiMB) pro-
ject [3] intends to exploit:

1. a higher muon capture e�ciency at the production
target (26% versus 6% in the existing µE4 chan-
nel), thanks to a new system of normal conducting
capture solenoids;

2. a higher transmission e�ciency (40% versus 7% in
µE4), thanks to an improved design of the beam
optics.

Given the present �
µ

in µE4, 5⇥108 muons/s, the goal
of O(1010) muons/s seems to be within reach.

One of the limiting factors for the production of
muons at PSI is the use of a relatively thin production
target (20 mm), since the beam has to be preserved
for the subsequent spallation neutron source, SINQ. At
RCNP in Osaka (Japan), the MuSIC project [4] makes
use of a thicker target (200 mm), exploiting maximally
the much lower proton beam intensity. The target is
surrounded by a high-strength solenoidal magnetic field
in order to capture pions and muons with a large solid
angle acceptance. Moreover, the field is reduced adia-

4
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material (in gray) into an electron-positron pair (in red and black, respectively) which is then reconstructed by an outer
tracking detector. The magnet coils (hatched area) surround the tracking detectors.
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PSI and elsewhere to design channels for continuous
muon beams with �

µ

exceeding 9 ⇥ 109 muons/s and
possibly reaching 10⇥ 1010 muons/s.

At PSI, the High-intensity Muon Beam (HiMB) pro-
ject [3] intends to exploit:

1. a higher muon capture e�ciency at the production
target (26% versus 6% in the existing µE4 chan-
nel), thanks to a new system of normal conducting
capture solenoids;

2. a higher transmission e�ciency (40% versus 7% in
µE4), thanks to an improved design of the beam
optics.

Given the present �
µ

in µE4, 5⇥108 muons/s, the goal
of O(1010) muons/s seems to be within reach.

One of the limiting factors for the production of
muons at PSI is the use of a relatively thin production
target (20 mm), since the beam has to be preserved
for the subsequent spallation neutron source, SINQ. At
RCNP in Osaka (Japan), the MuSIC project [4] makes
use of a thicker target (200 mm), exploiting maximally
the much lower proton beam intensity. The target is
surrounded by a high-strength solenoidal magnetic field
in order to capture pions and muons with a large solid
angle acceptance. Moreover, the field is reduced adia-

- high efficiency 
- good resolution 
 
  Requirements: 
- high light yield 
- fast response 

4

Figure 1 Conceptual detector designs exploiting the calorimetric (left) or conversion (right) technique for the photon detec-
tion, and a tracking approach in a magnetic field for the positron reconstruction. Muons are stopped in a target (dark red
ellipse) at the center of the magnet. Positron tracks from the muon decays (in black) are reconstructed in a tracking detector
(dark blue), photons (in green) either produce a shower in a calorimeter (light blue) or are converted by a thin layer of high-Z
material (in gray) into an electron-positron pair (in red and black, respectively) which is then reconstructed by an outer
tracking detector. The magnet coils (hatched area) surround the tracking detectors.
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Figure 2 Sensitivity trends as a function of the beam in-
tensity, for a calorimetry-based design (black), a photon-
conversion-based design with unchanged positron resolutions
(blue) and a calorimetry-based design with a factor two im-
provement in resolutions (red). See the text for a detailed
description.

3 The next generation of high intensity muon

beams

The current best limit on the µ+ ! e+� BR comes from
the MEG experiment, operated at the ⇡E5 beam line
at PSI. Muons originate from the decay of pions pro-
duced by a proton beam impinging on a graphite target.
The ⇡E5 channel is tuned to select positive muons with
an average momentum of 28 MeV/c and a momentum
bite of 5-7% FWHM. This setup allows the selection of
muons produced by pions decaying right at the surface
of the graphite target, providing high beam intensity
and optimal rejection of other particles. A rate of 108

muons/s can be obtained, but is was limited to 3⇥ 107

muon/s in MEG, as this gave the best sensitivity, ac-
cording to the discussion in Sec. 2. In MEG-II �

µ

will
be increased to 7⇥107 muons/s, thanks to the improved
resolutions of the upgraded detectors. A further beam
line called µE4 is also operated at PSI, with the capab-
ility of delivering up to 5⇥ 108 muons/s.

In the meanwhile, an intense activity is ongoing at
PSI and elsewhere to design channels for continuous
muon beams with �

µ

exceeding 9 ⇥ 109 muons/s and
possibly reaching 10⇥ 1010 muons/s.

At PSI, the High-intensity Muon Beam (HiMB) pro-
ject [3] intends to exploit:

1. a higher muon capture e�ciency at the production
target (26% versus 6% in the existing µE4 chan-
nel), thanks to a new system of normal conducting
capture solenoids;

2. a higher transmission e�ciency (40% versus 7% in
µE4), thanks to an improved design of the beam
optics.

Given the present �
µ

in µE4, 5⇥108 muons/s, the goal
of O(1010) muons/s seems to be within reach.

One of the limiting factors for the production of
muons at PSI is the use of a relatively thin production
target (20 mm), since the beam has to be preserved
for the subsequent spallation neutron source, SINQ. At
RCNP in Osaka (Japan), the MuSIC project [4] makes
use of a thicker target (200 mm), exploiting maximally
the much lower proton beam intensity. The target is
surrounded by a high-strength solenoidal magnetic field
in order to capture pions and muons with a large solid
angle acceptance. Moreover, the field is reduced adia-

Calorimeter 

Photon conversion 

- low efficiency (%) 
- extreme resolution 
- photon direction 
 
  Requirements: 
- optimization of converter thickness  
 (efficiency vs pair energy and angle resolution) 

Sensitivity trend vs beam 
intensity 
blue = pair conversion design 
black = calorimeter design 
red =  calorimeter design with 
x2 resolution 
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Next generation of µ→eγ searches: positron 

•  Tracking detectors in a magnetic field are the gold  
    candidates: high efficiency, good resolution 
 
•  Need very light detector (MEGII~10-3X0) : positron 

reconstruction is ultimately limited by MS: 

    - in the target & tracker-> angular resolution 
     - in the tracker -> momentum resolution 

•  Silicon trackers are not competitive with gaseous detector in 
terms of resolution but could be the solution at very high rate Positron Reconstruction at High Beam Rate

11

A. Baldini et al., MEG Upgrade Proposal,  arXiv:1301:7225

Expected aging 
(gain loss) in the 

MEG-II Drift 
Chamber

Would a gaseous detector be able to 
cope with the very high occupancy at > 109 µ/s?

expected aging in MEG-II 
DCH 
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Next generation of µ→eγ searches: relative time 

•  Timing plays a crucial role to avoid accidental 
coincidences 

 
•  Calorimetric approach: calorimeters+positron scintillating 

counters (MEG-II: Teγ~80ps) 
 
•  Photon conversion approach: need to measure  e+ or e- 

time with a fast detector for photon timing 
 
•  Several conversion layers imply to have active material  

behind the converter 
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Next generation of µ→eγ searches: possible scenarios 
Possible Scenarios

14

CALORIMETRY

PHOTON CONVERSION

(1 LAYER, 0.05 X0)

 (R&D with LaBr3(Ce)) 

gaseous 
detector 
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Expected sensitivity 

Expected Sensitivity

A few 10-15 level seems to be within reach for a 3-year run at ~ 108 µ/s 
with calorimetry (expensive) or ~ 109 µ/s with conversion (cheap)

15

Fully exploiting 1010 µ/s and breaking the 10-15 wall 

seem to require a novel experimental concept
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A few 10-15 level seems to be within reach for 3 years running 
at 108 muon/s with calorimetry or 109 muons/s with photon 
conversion 

Photon conversion approach 
Photon conversion vs  
calorimetric approach 
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Conclusion 

•  Best constraint on the µ→eγ decay set by the MEG experiment 
   with its final dataset: 7.5x1014 stopped µ+ 

     
 
 
•  MEG-II detector is in the construction phase 
   - same design of MEG but better resolution and higher beam rate 
 
•  Engineering run in 2018, sensitivity pushed to ~4x10-14 

    in 3 years 

•  Ultimate  µ+→e+γ?  
    - 109-1010 µ/s seems possible (HiMB,MUSIC..) 
    - A few 10-15 level seems to be within reach for 3 years running at 108 muon/s with  
       calorimetry or 109 muons/s with photon conversion approach 
    - Further improvements require new detector concepts 
 

BR (µ→eγ) < 4.2x 10-13 at 90% C.L. 
submitted to EPJC 
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Backup 
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Calibrations 
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Present CLFV limits AN EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION TO CLFV 5

Reaction Present limit C.L. Experiment Year Reference

µ+ ! e+� < 4.2⇥ 10�13 90% MEG at PSI 2016 [48]
µ+ ! e+e�e+ < 1.0⇥ 10�12 90% SINDRUM 1988 [49]
µ�Ti ! e�Ti † < 6.1⇥ 10�13 90% SINDRUM II 1998 [50]
µ�Pb ! e�Pb † < 4.6⇥ 10�11 90% SINDRUM II 1996 [51]
µ�Au ! e�Au † < 7.0⇥ 10�13 90% SINDRUM II 2006 [53]
µ�Ti ! e+Ca⇤ † < 3.6⇥ 10�11 90% SINDRUM II 1998 [52]
µ+e� ! µ�e+ < 8.3⇥ 10�11 90% SINDRUM 1999 [54]
⌧ ! e� < 3.3⇥ 10�8 90% BaBar 2010 [55]
⌧ ! µ� < 4.4⇥ 10�8 90% BaBar 2010 [55]
⌧ ! eee < 2.7⇥ 10�8 90% Belle 2010 [56]
⌧ ! µµµ < 2.1⇥ 10�8 90% Belle 2010 [56]
⌧ ! ⇡0e < 8.0⇥ 10�8 90% Belle 2007 [57]
⌧ ! ⇡0µ < 1.1⇥ 10�7 90% BaBar 2007 [58]
⌧ ! ⇢0e < 1.8⇥ 10�8 90% Belle 2011 [59]
⌧ ! ⇢0µ < 1.2⇥ 10�8 90% Belle 2011 [59]

⇡0 ! µe < 3.6⇥ 10�10 90% KTeV 2008 [60]
K0

L ! µe < 4.7⇥ 10�12 90% BNL E871 1998 [61]
K0

L ! ⇡0µ+e� < 7.6⇥ 10�11 90% KTeV 2008 [60]
K+ ! ⇡+µ+e� < 1.3⇥ 10�11 90% BNL E865 2005 [62]
J/ ! µe < 1.5⇥ 10�7 90% BESIII 2013 [63]
J/ ! ⌧e < 8.3⇥ 10�6 90% BESII 2004 [64]
J/ ! ⌧µ < 2.0⇥ 10�6 90% BESII 2004 [64]
B0 ! µe < 2.8⇥ 10�9 90% LHCb 2013 [67]
B0 ! ⌧e < 2.8⇥ 10�5 90% BaBar 2008 [68]
B0 ! ⌧µ < 2.2⇥ 10�5 90% BaBar 2008 [68]
B ! Kµe ‡ < 3.8⇥ 10�8 90% BaBar 2006 [65]
B ! K⇤µe ‡ < 5.1⇥ 10�7 90% BaBar 2006 [65]
B+ ! K+⌧µ < 4.8⇥ 10�5 90% BaBar 2012 [66]
B+ ! K+⌧e < 3.0⇥ 10�5 90% BaBar 2012 [66]
B0

s ! µe < 1.1⇥ 10�8 90% LHCb 2013 [67]
⌥(1s) ! ⌧µ < 6.0⇥ 10�6 95% CLEO 2008 [69]

Z ! µe < 7.5⇥ 10�7 95% LHC ATLAS 2014 [70]
Z ! ⌧e < 9.8⇥ 10�6 95% LEP OPAL 1995 [71]
Z ! ⌧µ < 1.2⇥ 10�5 95% LEP DELPHI 1997 [72]
h ! eµ < 3.5⇥ 10�4 95% LHC CMS 2016 [73]
h ! ⌧µ < 2.5⇥ 10�3 95% LHC CMS 2017 [74]
h ! ⌧e < 6.1⇥ 10�3 95% LHC CMS 2017 [74]

Table II. – Limits for the branching ratio of charged lepton flavour violating processes of leptons,
mesons, and heavy bosons. More extensive lists of B-meson and ⌧ CLFV decays (including all
hadronic modes) can be found in [75, 76]. †Rate normalised to the muon capture rate by the
nucleus, see Eq. (99). ‡B-charge averaged modes.
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Comparison with SUSY searches at LHC 

37 

 Comparison with SUSY searches at LHC 

Calibbi, Signorelli, NC 2017 
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MEG-II calibrations 
46

Table 6 The calibration tools of the MEG II experiment.

Process Energy Main Purpose Frequency
Cosmic rays µ± from atmospheric showers Wide spectrum O(GeV) LXe–CDCH relative position Annually

CDCH alignment
LXe purity On demand

Charge exchange π−p→ π0n 55, 83, 129 MeV photons LXe energy scale/resolution Annually
π0 → γγ

Radiative µ−decay µ+ → e+νν̄γ Photons > 40 MeV, LXe–pTC relative timing Continuously
Positrons > 45 MeV Normalisation

Normal µ−decay µ+ → e+νν̄ 52.83 MeV end-point positrons CDCH energy scale/resolution Continuously
CDCH and target alignment
pTC time/energy calibration

Normalisation
Mott positrons e+ target→ e+ target ≈ 50 MeV positrons CDCH energy scale/resolution Annually

CDCH alignment
Proton accelerator 7Li(p, γ)8Be 14.8, 17.6 MeV photons LXe uniformity/purity Weekly

11B(p, γ)12C 4.4, 11.6, 16.1 MeV photons LXe–pTC timing Weekly
Neutron generator 58Ni(n, γ)59Ni 9 MeV photons LXe energy scale Weekly
Radioactive source 241Am(α, γ)237Np 5.5 MeV α’s LXe PMT/SiPM calibration Weekly

LXe purity
Radioactive source 9Be(α241Am, n)12C⋆ 4.4 MeV photons LXe energy scale On demand

12C⋆(γ)12C
Radioactive source 57Co(EC, γ)57Fe 136 (11 %), 122 keV (86 %) X-rays LXe–spectrometer alignment Annually

LED UV region LXe PMT/SiPM calibration Continuously
Laser 401 nm pTC inter-counter timing Continuously

Mylar window at the end of the vacuum beam line, having2594

travelled about 15 cm in air and going throughout the 25 µm2595

of Tedlar R⃝. The corresponding total rate and beam profiles2596

were Rµ+ (at Ip = 2.2 mA) = (1.11 ± 0.01) × 108 µ+/s and2597

(σx,σy) = (18.1 ± 0.1, 17.8 ± 0.1) mm, respectively. These2598

measured numbers turned out to be consistent with that2599

provided by the “standard” beam monitoring tools within2600

5% or better (i.e. methods based on small plastic scintillat-2601

ors coupled to PMTs and used to fully scan in both “x” and2602

“y” direction the beam). One of the most attractive features2603

of this detector is the capability of providing the full beam2604

characterization in just tens of seconds with all the benefits2605

associated with that (faster beam tuning, real time feedback2606

about a mis-behaviour of the beam/apparatus, reduced sys-2607

tematic uncertainties etc.).2608

Figure 83 shows the detected charge associated with po-2609

sitrons of 28 MeV/c and stopping muons into the fibres. We2610

can see the clear separation between the positrons (which2611

are minimum ionizing particles m.i.p.) and the low energy2612

muons.2613

Finally Fig. 84 shows the capability of the detector2614

to distinguish also among high momentum particles (p =2615

115 MeV/c) plotting the charge of the particles versus their2616

time of flight (the radio frequency of the main accelerator2617

is used as a time reference). From left to right we have the2618

positrons, the pions and the muons.2619

Figure 81 Positive muon beam profile and rate as measured along the
πE5 beam line.

8.2 An ultra-thin CsI(Tl) luminophore foil beam monitor2620

A new in-situ, high rate and non-destructive beam monit-2621

oring system based on a thin CsI(Tl) scintillation foil (Lu-2622

minophor) and a CCD camera system has been developed2623

for MEG II. Initial tests as an external device able to meas-2624

ure both the beam intensity as well as giving a quantitat-2625

ive measure of the beam spot size have led to a permanent2626

installation incorporated into the beam line vacuum at the2627

MEG intermediate focus collimator system.2628


